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Abstract 
In this paper we consider combinatorial entities called balanced arrays (B-arrays) which are 
generalizations of orthogonal arrays (O-arrays) and balanced incomplete block designs 
(BIBDs). We derive some necessary conditions for the existence of such arrays by using some 
well-known classical inequalities and the number of coincidences a certain column of the 
B-array has with other columns. We make some observations on the importance of these 
conditions to B-arrays, and discuss the applications of these arrays to design of experiments. 
1. Introduction and preliminaries 
An array T(m, N, s) is merely a matrix of size (m × N) with entries from a set of 
s symbols (say) 0, 1,2 . . . . .  s -1 .  Array T is said to have m constraints, N runs 
(treatment-combinations),  and s levels. We can also look upon T as a factorial design 
in which rows of Tcor respond to factors, columns to treatment-combinat ions,  andthe 
symbols in each row to the levels at which the corresponding factor appears in the 
experiment. Different combinator ia l  constraints imposed upon T would give rise to 
arrays of great use and importance in combinator ics and statistical design of experi- 
ments. In this paper we confine ourselves to arrays with s = 2, i.e. with elements 0 and 
1; such arrays are called binary arrays. The weight of a vector a, denoted by w(a), with 
elements 0 and 1 is the number of l 's in it. T is  said to be of strength t(t<~m) if in every 
(t × N) submatr ix To of T (clearly there are ('~) such submatr ices)the frequency with 
which vectors of weight i(O<~i<~t) occur is #i. Next we state the definition of 
a balanced array (B-array). 
Definition 1.1. An array T(m × N) of strength t with two levels is called a B-array of 
strength t if every distinct vector a with weight i appears with the same frequency (say) 
/~i. The vector / t '=(#o, /~l ,  . . . ,#t)  is called the index-set of T, and T is sometimes 
denoted by (m, N, t, s= 2,/t'). It is quite obvious that N = Z~i_o([)#i. I f /~/=# for each i, 
then B-array is reduced to an orthogonal  array (O-array), and in this case N =/~2 t.
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O-arrays have been used in disproving Euler's Conjecture on Orthogonal Latin- 
Squares, and solving the famous Kirkman's Schoolgirl Problem. It is not difficult to 
see that a B-array T with t = 2 corresponds to the incidence matrix of an incomplete 
block design with possibly unequal block sizes, the ordinary balanced incomplete 
block design (BIBD) has as its incidence matrix a B-array T of strength two with 
T having each column of the same weight, If #'=(#o, #1,#2) is the index set of the 
array Tand (v, b, r, k, 2) are the parameters ofthe BIBD, then it is not difficult to check 
that #2=2,#1 =r -2 ,  #o=b-2r+2.  B-arrays for different values of t, under certain 
conditions, have been used in the construction of symmetrical and asymmetrical 
balanced factorial designs which permit us to estimate the effects of various factors 
and their interactions. To know more about the usefulness of B-arrays to combina- 
torics and to statistical design of experiments, the interested reader may consult the 
references given at the end. 
The problem of the existence and construction of O-arrays for a given/~ has been 
studied, among others, by Bush [5], Bose and Bush [3], Rao [15, 16] Shrikhande 
[22], Seiden [20] and Seiden and Zemach [21]. Corresponding problems for B-arrays 
have been investigated by Chopra [7], Chopra and Dios' [8], Longyear [11], Rafter 
and Seiden [14], Saha et al. [19] and Yamamoto et al. [25]. For the sake of simplicity 
we restrict ourselves here to B-arrays with t=4, but the methods and techniques 
presented can be easily extended to arrays with t=21 resulting in a messy and 
cumbersome notation. In order to apply the techniques presented here to B-arrays 
with t = 21+ 1, we can consider these arrays of strength t = 21. 
2. Main results and their discussion 
Definition 2.1. Two columns of a B-array with m rows are said to have i coincidences 
(0 ~< i ~< m) if the symbols appearing in the two columns in exactly i of the rows are the 
same. The following results are easy to establish. 
Lemma 2.1. A B-array T with m=t=4 and index set !./'=(~0,~1,~2,~3,~4) always 
exists. 
Lemma 2.2. A B-array T with t=4,  ~/.gt=(].~0,~l,~2, / 3,P4 ) is also of strength t' with 
0<t'~<4. Considered as an array of strength t '=3,2,  1, its index sets are given, 
respectively, by (Ao, Aa,A2,A3) with Ai=pi+l~i+l(O<<.i<~3),(Bo, B1,B2) with 
Bj=Aj+Aj+I=~j+2~j+I+]Aj+2(O~j~2), and (Co, Ca) with Ck=BR+Bk+I= 
JAg + 3/Ak + 1 + 3/Ak + 2 +pk+a(O~k ~< 1). 
Definition 2.2. A B-array T(m x N)  is said to be trim if Xo=X,,=0 where xi(O<~i~m) 
is the number of columns of weight i in T. If it is such that at least one of xi ~ 0(i = 0, m), 
then T is said to be non-trim, 
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Remark.  It is not difficult to see that the existence of a trim B-array with a given set 
* ,  
tt'=(/io,/~l,/a2,/13,/14) implies the existence of a non-tr im B-array with #o = 
(~o,/al,/t2,/~3, ~4) with strict inequality in at least one of #o >~/ao,/t4/> #4. Also we can 
easily obtain a trim B-array from a non-tr im one by removing all vectors of weight 
0 and of weight m. 
Lemma 2.3. Consider a B-array T(m × N) with index set #' =(#o, #1, #2,/x3,/~4)- I1 / is 
the number of l's in some column (say the first one) of T, then the following results are 
true." 
• xj=N--1,  (2.1) 
j=o  
E({)x j=D1,  i.e. Ejx i=D1,  (2.2) 
~J(2) x j -D2,-  i.e. ~.,j2xi=2D2+D1, (2.3) 
~ (~)x j=D3,  i.e. £j3x~=6D3+6D2+D1, {2.4) 
Z (~)x j  = D4, i.e. ~,j4xj  = 24D4 + 36D3 + 14D2 + D1, (2.5) 
where xj is the number of columns in Tother than the first having exactly j coincidences 
with the .first column, and Di's are polynomial Junctions of m, l, and lai's, and are defined 
as Jollows." 
I 2 
D1 = 2 (i)(1-i) m l D2 ---- ~ (i)(2t m-ti)(Bi__l), 
i=0  i -O  
3 4 
= ( , ) (4 - i ) (# i -  1)- (,)(3 ,)(A,-1),  D ,= Z ' ' D3 ~ l m- I  
i 0 i=0  
Proof outline. The above results can be obtained by considering B-array T as an array 
of strength t'(t' =4, 3, 2, 1) and enumerating in two ways the total number of t' tuples 
in columns other than the first, which are identical with the corresponding t' tuples in 
the first column. 
Next we state and prove the main results of this paper by using (2.1)-(2.5) and some 
classical inequalities. 
Theorem 2.1. For a B-array T (re, N, t=4,  s=2, #'=(lao,til,liz,la3,1a4)) to exist, we 
must have 
(N + 4D 1 + 22D2 + 42D3 + 24D4 - 1)s >~ 3125 (N -- 1) D 1 (2D2 + D 1 ) 
(6D3 + 6D2 + D 1) (24D4 + 36D3 + 14D2 + D 1 ). (2.6) 
Proof. It is well known that the arithmetic mean amongst Z~"= o .JtxJ, o ~,~ 4, is always 
ra 4 
greater than or equal to their geometric mean, i.e. Yq=o)[t=ojtXj/5~> 
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[-I]~=o (y, jtxi)]l/5. To obtain (2.6), we substitute the values of •j 'x j  from (2.1)-(2.5), 
and simplify. [] 
Theorem 2.2. Consider a B-array with m>~5, and It '=(].20,#1,#2,~3,]24). Then the 
followin9 must hold." 
(6D3 +6Dz +D1 + 1) [-ln(24D4 + 36Da + 14D2 +DI + 1) -  ln(6D3 +6DE +D1 + 1)] 
>(6D3+6D2+Dx)[ln(24D4+ 36D3+14D2+D1)- ln(6D3+6Dz+D~)]  (2.7) 
Proof. The following result is true [12]: ((a+ 1)/(b+ 1)) b+l >(a/b) b, a Cb: a,b>O. 
Using (2.4) and (2.5), and setting a=~jgx j ,  b=~j3x j  gives us the result after some 
simplification. [] 
Theorem 2.3. Let T be a B-array with m > 4 and It' as the index set. Then we must have 
(a) (6D3 + 6D2 + D 1)4 ~< (N-- 1) (24D4 + 36D3 "{- 14D2 + D 1)3, (2.8) 
(b) (6D 3 + 6D2 + D1)3 ~< D1 (24D4 + 36D3 + 14D2 + D1 )2.  (2.9) 
Proof. In order to derive (a) and (b) we use the following result (see [12]): 
~ akbkCk ~2akZk(YC~) .  
k=l  
• 1/4 h _y1/4 and c j= jExy  2 in the inequality stated (a) To derive (2.8) we set aj =j x j , _ j - . . j  ,
above. 
3/4~.1/4 b --il/4x1/4 2. .1 /2  in the above (b) To obtain (2.9) we set aj=j  -J , J - J  i , and ci= j ~j 
inequality. [] 
Theorem 2.4. For a B-array T (m, N, t = 4, It' = (/~o, #1,/-22,/-~3, ]~4.), S ~-- 2) to exist, we 
must have the following: 
125 [(N-- 1) 4 + D~ + (2D2 + D 1)4 + (6D3 -t- 6D2 + D 1)4 + (24D4 + 36D3 + 
14D2 + D 1)4] > IN + 4D 1 + 22D2 + 42D 3 + 24D4 - 1 ] 4 (2.10) 
1 n p n Proof. We have the following inequality (see [9]): n p- •,= 1 xt >(Y~t= 1 xt) p, where 
p>l ,  xt>O, and at least two x , ,xv(u¢v)  are such that x ,¢xv .  To obtain (2.10) 
we make the following substitutions in the above inequality: set n=5, p=4, 
x,=Y,~.=ojt- lx i, t=1,2,3,4,5.  Then we use (2.1)-(2.5) to get (2.10). [] 
Next, we give an illustrative xample to show that the conditions derived here, in 
certain situations, are more effective than those given by others (e.g. [25]). 
Example. Let T be a B-array (m, 85, t =4, S=2, u' =(1, 6, 6, 6, 0)). If no information is
available on l (i.e. the number of l's in a column of T), we attach to Tan (m x 1) vector 
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of all l's. Thus T is now a B-array (m, 86, t=4,  s=2,  /£=(1,6,6,6,1)) .  By using 
Lemmas 2.2, 2.3, and Theorem 2.3(b), and starting with m = 4 we find that condition 
(2.9) is contradicted when m assumes the value 7. Thus an upper bound on the number 
of constraints for this B-array T with N= 86 is 6. Next, we obtain a correspond- 
ing result on m for T(m, 86, t=4,  s=2,  /~'=(1,6,6,6, 1)) by using Corollary 2 of 
Yamamoto et al. [25]. This gives us m ~< 9.6 for both the elements 0 and 1. Thus bound 
on m obtained by using Theorem 2.3(b) is sharper as compared to the one obtained by 
using (2.10) of Yamamoto et al. [-25]. 
Remarks. (1)B-arrays may not exist for an arbitrary value of m>~5 and 
p'=(/lo,/~l,/12,/13,p4 ). For a given #' (i.e. N given) to construct such arrays for the 
maximum value of m is a very important problem both in combinatorics and design of 
experiments. The inequalities (2.6)-(2.10) provide us with a set of necessary conditions 
for the existence of B-arrays. For a given ~' it is quite clear that each side of the 
inequalities (2.6)-(2.10) is a polynomial function of m and 1. If we have some informa- 
tion on l, then these are merely polynomials in m. If no information on 1 is available, 
we can always attach an m-vector a to T with either all l's or all zeros. If all or some of 
the results (2.6)-(2.10) are contradicted for a specific value of m (say, m = m* + 1), then 
m* is an upper bound for the number of constraints m for the array T. It is quite 
obvious that the array Twith m=m* may or may not exist. Thus (2.6) (2.10) are quite 
useful in discussing the existence and/or non-existence of B-arrays T, and also in 
obtaining an upper bound for the number of constraints m for T. 
(2) In order to check (2.6)-(2.10) one can easily prepare a computer program. Insert 
the values of I and #', and substitute in the resulting polynomials in m values of the 
number of constraints tarting at m =,5. This would allow us to obtain sets of values of 
m for which T may or may not exist. It is quite clear that if T does not exist for m = m* 
(say), then it won't exist for any m~>l~n+ 1), while nothing can be said for values of 
m ~<(~n-- 1). 
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